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Abstract  
 
Title: The Issue of Returning of Competitive Tennis Players post Game Break 
Objectives of work: The aim of my bachelor thesis is to determine the course of two 
professional tennis players´career in connection with its long-term interruption. Surveys the 
circumstances and psychical and physical condition of athletes efore, during and after a tennis 
pause. The reasons and effect of carem interruptions will be explore.  
Method: Will be used methods as narrative interview – annotated transcription technice, 
quantitative interview, analysis and comparison.  
Results: In this work have been identified three scientific questions, all managed to handle. 
The reset of the research is fanding that a pause in a professional tennis player career did not 
have a negative impact on personal life, while in both cases the impact was positive. 
Negatively impressed by thein performance, because no one in the interval of pause trained 
fully. After return to the tournaments both players met the targets set out to do with the coach. 
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